TRELLIDOR SHOW / EVENT DISCOUNTS - 2019

DISCOUNT TERMS & CONDITIONS

The discount promotion for all shows/events is organized by Trellicor (Pty) Ltd. (“TRELLIDOR”). By accepting the promotion, all participants agree to be bound by these rules as interpreted by Trellidor, whose decision regarding any dispute will be final and binding.

Trellidor reserves the right at any time without notice to amend, modify, or change these rules, and to postpone, suspend or cancel any promotion, or any aspect thereof, without notice at any time, for any reason which Trellidor deems necessary.

The promotion terms and conditions are sub-divided into three categories as stipulated below:

REDEEMING YOUR VOUCHER

1. The discount is open to any permanent residents and citizens of South Africa, within the region that the voucher is received, except any employee, director, member, partner, agent or consultant or any person directly or indirectly affiliated to Trellidor and/or immediate family members of any employee, director, member, partner, agent or consultant.

2. The discount may not be used in conjunction with any other promotions and or discount structures.

3. Product quotations issued verbally or in writing by any authorized Trellidor representative at any show / event, are non-binding and subject to an on-site inspection and a formal written quotation.

4. Upon site inspection and quotation, the discount attained will automatically be affected on the quotation and documentation, submitted by an authorised Trellidor representative.

5. All show / event discounts are valid for 30 (thirty) days from the last day of the event / show.

DISCOUNT STRUCTURE

1. Attaining a discount voucher entitles the participant to a discount of up to fifteen percent on selected Trellidor products with the discount structure per product as stipulated below:

   - TRELLIDOR RETRACTABLE & FIXED SECURITY
     - T500, TA600 – 10%
     - T700, T800, T900 – 15%

   - TRELLIDOR COTTAGE GUARD – 15%

   - TRELLIDOR BURGLAR GUARD – 10%

   - TRELLIDOR POLYCARBONATE BAR – 5%

   - TRELLIDOR CLEAR GUARD – 5%

   - TRELLIDOR ROLLERSTYLE – 5%

   - TRELLIDOR SECURITY SHUTTER – 5%

OFFER EXCLUDES THE TRELLIDOR – T1000 RANGE

The aforementioned discount percentages are maximum discounts applicable on new, current or existing quotations.

MARKETING AND COMMUNICATION

1. By participating in a Trellidor promotion, all participant agree to provide Trellidor with detailed information, such as names, contact details, email address etc.

2. The aforementioned information may be used for future marketing campaigns, mailers and general correspondence relating to TRELLIDOR ONLY.

3. Should you wish to not receive any future correspondence from Trellidor, an “opt out” feature will be made available on all marketing material distributed.

4. TRELLIDOR WILL NOT SELL / DISTRIBUTE ANY PERSONAL INFORMATION TO ANY THIRD PARTIES WHATSOEVER.

FOR ANY ADDITIONAL INFORMATION OR QUERIES, PLEASE FEEL FREE TO CONTACT TRELLIDOR HEAD OFFICE

REF. MARKETING

+27 31 508 0800 | enquiries@trellidor.co.za